23 April 1998

Dr Jan Penney
Chair
Heritage Council of Victoria
Level 22,
80 Collins Street
Melbourne 3000

Dear Dr Penney,
F:2: 'ESPLANADE HOTEL,
11 The Esplanade, St Kilda
I write on behalf of the Esplanade Alliance in support of the
recommendation by the Executive Director of the 'Heritage Council to
place the above property on the Victorian Heritage Register.
The Esplanade Alliance is a coalition of St Kilda residents, traders, excouncillors, musicians, architects, academics, artists, lawyers and
community group representatives who are concerned about the future
of the Esplanade Hotel and thie St Kilda Esplanade aid Foreshore area
in general. The Alliance incorporates the residents' group Save St
Kilda, which has had a long-standing community involvement in
planning issues on this and other sites along the Esplanade.
Our particular interest. in the Esplanade Hotel property rests ultimately
on the variety of interests of our individual members in the future of the
site. Most either live or work in the immediate vicinity of the Hotel, and
all use the Hotel or its immediate environs on a continuing basis. A
number of us own property within one or two blocks of the Hotel or
pursue our professions within the Hotel itself.
Our submission to the Council takes two forms. The first is a summary
of arguments in concurrence with and support of the findings and
recommendations contained in the report to the Heritage Council
prepared by Timothy Hubbard Pty Ltd on behalf of the City of Port
Phillip. The second is the presentation of two lines of argument
supporting the registration of the property, which the Alliance has
particular interest in putting forward.
In the first of these we argue that the Esplanade Hotel property is a key
heritage element within a precinct (the St Kilda Esplanade / Foreshore
area) which is of immense and unique heritage significance as a whole.
This argument falls under both Criterion B and Criterion D of the
Council's adopted criteria for assessment.

The second argument concerns the Esplanade Hotel's deep and longstanding association with the music and entertainment industry, as
both a venue and a beacon around which important sectors of
Melbourne's cultural life have gathered for several generations. This
argument addresses the significance of the Hotel under Criterion G.
Appended in support of this argument is our document The Esplanade
Hotel, 18 78 : An. Exploration of the Espy's Cultural Significance, previously
forwarded to the Heritage Council.
Thank you for considering our submission_ We innk forward to having
the opportunity to speak on it at the 30 April hearing.

Yours sincerely,

•
DAVID BRAND, architect.

•
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THE ESPLANADE HOTEL, 11 The Esplanade, St Kilda
SUBMISSION TO THE HERITAGE COUNCIL OF VICTORIA.
1.o We strongly support the following arguments for the significance of the
Esplanade Hotel property, and endorse the evidence put forward for
them in the City of Port Phillip's submission to the Heritage Council.
1.1 The Hotel is historically important for the way it reflects the growth of
leisure as a 19th Century social concept, and St Kilda's role in that
phenomenon as Victoria's premier sea side resort. The Hotel is ideally
located to demonstrate 19th Century seaside leisure requirements: sea
air, sea views, enclosed sea bathing, the social promenade, and public
transport access. throughout the 20th Century, St Kilda has continued
its role as a place of resort (at times of last resort), which the Hotel has
continued to reflect, evolving with the social changes. The Hotel is thus
a key piece of evidence and a continuing reminder of St Kilda's, and
Victorian society's, historical character.
1.2

The Hotel is a fine early example of a major resort hotel building. Its
respectable Italianate architecture displays a style appropriate to its
time. Its elevated facade and its elevated siting express the ideals of
the building type. Subsequent alterations to the building, such as the
additions of the Gershwin Room in the 1900s and the main front bar
picture windows in the 1960s, reflect the changing needs and
perceptions of a resort hotel. The Esplanade Hotel is Melbourne's best
example of a 19th Century seaside resort hotel. With the George,
Seaview and Prince of Wales Hotels on Fitzroy Street, it forms a
distinctive set of resort hotels; a building type fundamental to the
formation of St Kilda's historic character.
Baymor Court is also a distinctive and significant example of its type. It
is a rare example of flats developed around a courtyard plan. It
displays many fine characteristics of the exotic late-1920s Spanish
Mission style of architecture — especially its now apparently uniquely
unpainted fan-pattern external rendering. As a representative example
of courtyard type Spanish Mission flats, it is in fact the only known
representative in the State. Baymor Court's rare plan type highlights St
Kilda's historical role as the main experimental ground for the
development of flat architecture in Melbourne. Its Spanish Mission
style reflects and reinforces, on a domestic scale, the dominant
imagery of the exotic inter-war period architecture which so
distinguishes St Kilda's public foreshore and entertainment precinct.

1.3

The Hotel is architecturally significant as an important work of the
architects Smith and Johnston and as an example of how such
architects sought to translate British precedents into an Australian
context. Designed as a dignified, landmark building, it stands as one of
the best examples of Victorian architecture on the Bay, and adds a
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distinguished character to the idiosyncratic architecture of the St Kilda
Esplanade.
Baymor Court, by Sydney Smith, Ogg & Serpel, also exhibits several
aesthetic characteristics of significant note. Its fine wrought iron work
and its unspoiled hand-troweled render both define the best tradition of
Spanish Mission style ornamental work. The integration of the
courtyard plan form with the Spanish Mission style shows a more
sophisticated, comprehensive approach to the style than is generally
found in the style's usual superficial application. Its contribution to the
streetscape is also of special note. Placed hard against the narrow
footpath of Victoria Street as it dips down toward the sea, Baymor
Court's balconied facade brings a distinctly Mediterranean village
atmosphere to the edge of the Esplanade.

•

•
I

1.4 The Hotel has important cultural associations. Foremost, among those
with individual figures, is the association with Alfred Felton, the great
industrialist, philanthropist, and art collector, who set up his residence
and private gallery in the hotel over the last decade of his life. More
pervasive, though, is the Hotel's long standing association with the
music and entertainment industry, and especially with the promotion of
independent Australian music over various periods. In recent times it
has been the association with Melbourne's thriving alternative music
scene that has brought the Hotel to national renown. Numerous
important Australian performers have risen to fame from the Espy
springboard, and the Hotel is widely regarded by them, and their
audience, as the embodiment of the spirit of independent music in
Melbourne. The significance of the Hotel in this regard is expanded
upon in point 3 below.

2.0 14 addition to the above points we make the following submission.
4.,
i The Esplanade Hotel is of State significance as a key element in the St
Kilda Esplanade/Foreshore precinct, which, taken as a whole site, is
of unique and prime cultural heritage significance to Victoria.
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The Esplanade Hotel must also be seen, and assessed, in its context
within St Kilda's famed Esplanade and Foreshore recreation precinct.
The topography, landscaping and the built elements of the area
together form a coherent scenographic entity, and an integral site of
major historical and cultu-ral identity. The Hotel is an essential,
principal element of this unified and highly significant site.

2.1 Description and significance of the area:

1)e(7v.

The area is defined by the sweep of the Esplanade around the verge of
St Kilda Hill, between Fitzroy and Acland Streets, with the gardens,
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beach and sea to the west. Within this panorama is the extraordinary
aggregation of buildings, structures and public gardens that collectively
have come to define St Kilda-by-the-Sea: Carlo Catani's Catani Gardens
and Esplanade embankment, St Kilda Pier with its distant kiosk, the
1920s Royal Melbourne Yacht Squadron, the St Kilda Sea Baths, the
Palais Theatre, Luna Park, the palm trees of the O'Donnell Gardens and
the Upper Esplanade, the Catani Clocktower, and innumerable minor
structures such as the Catani Arch and Walter Burley Griffin's
ornamental obelisks in the far corner. On the high side of the
Esplanade are Alfred Square (the original town reserve), its rim of
distinctive flats and apartments, including The Belvedere and Marli
Place, and, crowning the whole scene, the famous Esplanade Hotel.
The set, though, is not completely intact. The great venues of St Moritz,
Earl's Court and the Palais de Danse, as well as most of the Sea Baths
complex, have sadly disappeared within recent memory.
Historically, this area has provided the setting and the venue for many
of Melbourne's most communal celebratory and cultural activities.
From the earliest era of the 1850s it has been Melbourne's major site
for communal sea bathing on the Bay, with a grand succession of
4-)14t-5 bathing enclosures, and elaborate and exotic bathing pavilions and sea
bath developments, continuing to this day.
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It has also been the home of some of Melbourne's most popular resort
hotels and bay-side watering holes - most notably the Royal and the
Esplanade - to which, even mid- last century, Melburnians would flock
from the city to take in the sea air and the sea views.
In the post-Federation period, when Melbourne was the acting Federal
capital before Parliament moved to Canberra in 1927, St Kilda Pier was
Australia's ceremonial entry point for royal visits, vice-regal arrivals and
naval landings. Huge crowds regularly turned out to cheer the
cavalcade processions along the Lower and Upper Esplanades as they
progressed towards Melbourne Town Hall.
This century has seen the St Kilda scene transformed from the height of
respectable holiday-making in Victoria, when hotels, guest houses and
open-air theatres lined the length of the Esplanade, through the depths
as Melbourne's seediest entertainment district during WWII and
following decades, and back again to become Melbourne's major tourist
magnet outside the city centre.
Throughout its history, the foreshore precinct has been the heartland of
Melbourne's popular entertainment and culture, whether mainstream,
lowlife or in numerous underground guises. And throughout, (since
1878), the Esplanade Hotel has stood at centre stage; a music scene
Mecca, and the focus of hospitality on the foreshore.
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The St Kilda Esplanade and Foreshore is Victoria's premier urban
beachfront, rivaled in Australia only by Bondi Beach. It holds a special
and powerful place in our national urban imagery. It deserves,
probably, to be placed as a whole on the Heritage Register, and
certainly its key elements deserve at least that.

5

2.2

Relationship and significance of the Hotel to the area:

In terms of both the physical scene and cultural identity, of the
-*-- foreshore, The Esplanade Hotel sits at its very centre. Its role is
S 1-c)'
integral and crucial; a cultural and architectural keystone.

H

It is the visual focus of the entire precinct. If, in broad terms, the
Upper Esplanade is the precinct's curving spine, the line cutting
directly through the hotel, and straight down the pier to the kiosk and
the Williamstown horizon beyond, is the foreshore's principal visual
axis. The hotel presides majestically over the precinct at its pivotal
point. The panoramic view from the great bay window of its Sunset Bar
is one of Australia's most renowned.
The hotel is the historical and social focal point of the foreshore as its
the only major building on the
long-reigning premier hotel.
foreshore that is fully__ accessible to the public. For generations it has
been the area's principal meeting point and socializing venue. For its
entire history it has been a famous social landmark.
For decades it has been a major cultural focal point as one of the area's
most famous, most active and most productive music venues. Its
association with Melbourne's vital popular, alternative and underground
music scenes is legendary. For decades it has been the one venue on
the Esplanade that has guaranteed nightly musical entertainment on St
Kilda's foreshore. Through association and popular imagery, the hotel's
popularity as a venue is based as much on the familiar architecture and
physical presence of the building itself as on the musical fare that is
presented there. Its reputation and physical presence are integral to
the life and character of St Kilda's foreshore entertainment precinct.
Despite its 19th Century architecture being quite different in style from
the 20th Century inter-war styles of most of the larger entertainmet
venues of the foreshore, its form strikes up a surprising resonance with
its exuberant neighbours. The prominent, rising bays at each end of its
facade frame a high, flat screen, below which a wide and open entrance
extends its welcome to the public. Luna Park, the Palais Theatre and
the old Sea baths all follow the same format, with their twin towers,
stretched screens, and open-wide entrances. They share in common an
architecture of announcement, celebration and welcome. Even the
hotel's rear Pollington St (`Gershwin Room') wing has a resonance with
the roller coaster structures of Luna Park, the theatre hall of the Palais,
DAVID BRAND, Architect, for the ESPLANADE ALLIANCE
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2.3
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and the enclosure walls of the baths as they stretch back from their
main facades. It is as though a typology of entertainment architecture
has been set up. Together, these key buildings form a typological set
that is deeply rooted in the history and imagery of the St Kilda
foreshore entertainment zone.

Implications
The hotel derives much of its significance from its surrounding
Foreshore precinct context. The character, and significance, of its
physical and cultural setting is, in turn, deeply dependent on the
continuing physical and symbolic presence of the hotel.

It is essential that the scenographic relationship of the hotel with the
surrounding panorama of the Esplanade and foreshore area be
protected and maintained. This is not merely the obvious matter of
maintaining the familiar appearance of the hotel's main facade, but
rikao°extends through to preserving the scale, prominence,
_ , bulk and legibility
of the building as a whole. The significance of the Gerswin Room wing,
for example, comes into play, as its sizable presence in the view from
the north west is essential in reading the history, the function and the
institutional scale of the hotel. The bay window of the main bar — the
expressive lens through which the building and the panorama relate —
plays an individually significant role. And on the broadest scale, the air
space around the hotel, the scale and relation of immediate neighbours
and backdrop, is a future issue that must now be confronted with the
utmost care and insight.
It is equally essential that the cultural identity of the hotel be
recognized and preserved. Again, its "local icon" status does not inhere
solely in the familiar architecture of its main facade. Its local identity
also depends upon and extends to its name, its function, and its
continued accessibility to the public. It is the whole package of the
Esplanade Hotel, and its place in the St Kilda scene, that raises its local
identity to a matter of State significance.
In summary, we believe that the St Kilda Esplanade and Foreshore area
is a distinct entity of unique and outstanding cultural significance to
the State. We believe that the Esplanade Hotel is of State significance,
not only on its own terms (which is well argued elsewhere), but also
particularly for the crucially important role it plays in establishing the
physical, historical and cultural character of the area. Its integral place
within the historical and architectural setting of the foreshore area, its
pivotal position in its scenic panorama, and its iconic status in the
cultural identity of the St Kilda foreshore all demand the full recognition
and protection that the Heritage Council can bestow.
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3.0

Further to the previously outlined points we submit the following
amplification to the argument for assessment under Criterion G:
The Esplanade Hotel is of State cultural heritage significance for its
long-standing association with Melbourne's popular music and
entertainment scene, and particularly with the performance and
promotion of independent Australian music.
From at least the 1920s the Esplanade Hotel has played a vital role in
the Australian music scene by nurturing and supporting local music
and musicians. In the 1920s, under the patronage of its owner and
important jazz promoter I S Carlyon, it became one of Melbourne's
most lively jazz venues. In the 1930s and '40s live Big Band music
held sway. The 1950s and '60s, a period of local cultural downturn,
still saw name entertainers regularly performing at the hotel.
The Hotel's more recent role in support of the alternative music scene
is unparalleled by any other Australian venue in terms of the sheer
consistency of service and the number of performances staged each
night. As a proving ground for emerging talent in both musical and
comedy performance, the Hotel is legendary. Paul Kelly, Nick Cave,
Colin Hay (Men at Work), Joe Camilleri, Stephen Cummings, Archie
Roach, Kate Ceberano and Deborah Conway, among innumerable
others, have all performed at the Espy on their rise to greater stardom.
The iconic status of the Espy amongst popular music-goers is
unparalleled within the industry. There would be few popular or
alternative musicians and bands for whom the Espy did not represent
an ideal in the spirit of independent music promotion, or hallowed
ground as an alternative music venue.

S
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The Esplanade Hotel is a beacon around which Melbourne's alternative
music culture gravitates. Its status and identity in the popular culture
is not just as a venue for good music, but as a building and a place
redolent with memory and attitude. The front bar and lounge, and the
Gershwin Room (as well as the extraordinary kitchen out the back) are
loved and remembered as much for their atmospheric spaces and
particular ambiance as for the musical (or other) fare they serve. The
building itself, on the Esplanade, stands for that culture and all its
associated values and traditions.
For a detailed examination of the cultural significance of the Hotel,
please refer to our appended report: The Esplanade Hotel, 18 78 -- : An
Exploration of the Espy's Cultural Significance
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4.0 No amount of argument around formal criteria, nor painstaking
historical research, can capture the depth of feeling, the sense of
allegiance and the passionate concern for the Espy that exists within
the wider community. A resolve by the Heritage Council to register the
property will not only confirm the technical merits of the case. It will
fulfill what is, ultimately, the basic charge of the Council: to protect the
cultural heritage we care about most.
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